Deutsch Accepts Nomination To Become New CIA Head

By Shang-Lin Chuang
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Institute Professor John M. Deutsch '61, currently the deputy secretary of defense, accepted the president's nomination Saturday to serve as the director of the CIA.

Deutsch accepted the post after the previous nominee, retired Air Force General Michael P. C. Cams, withdrew his name from consideration in response to the revelations of an FBI background check. The check revealed that Cams and his wife may have violated the findings of an FBI background check. The check revealed that Cams and his wife may have violated immigration or tax laws by helping bring Elbino nationals, who were ordered to leave the United States, into the country.

In announcing the nomination on Saturday, President Bill Clinton called Deutsch "a dynamic, brilliant leader with all the necessary skills for this critical assignment and my highest trust and confidence. I look forward to working with him in these intelligence challenges and in defending our country." Deutsch has played a lead role in overseeing security well into the next century.

Deutsch, Page 7

GAMIT Booth Struck With Ketchup, Mayo

Victim alleges seeing "epison-l" hat

By Daniel C. Stevenson
EXTRA SECTION

An unidentified person dropped a large cup of ketchup and mayonnaise on the Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals, Transgenders, and Friends booth in Lobby 10 Friday afternoon, bruising one GAMIT staffer and splattering the floor.

The crime was initially filed with Campus Police as an assault, but might be reclassified as a hate crime, said GAMIT General Coordinator Teresa W. Lau '95. The attack "was motivated by bigotry against a certain group of people," she said.

The 32-ounce cup hit the leg of GAMIT Political Coordinator Joaquim S. Terrones '97 causing a bruise, and then splattered on the floor and GAMIT posters. When Terrones looked up to the second floor balcony "all I saw was a person wearing a white cap with purple and gold lettering that seemed to end in the letter epsilon," he said.

He could only make out the last letter on the cap because the person was turning away at the time, Terrones said. The attacker had disappeared by the time Terrones took the elevator to the second floor to confront him. Terrones then called the CPD, who responded within 10 minutes, he said.

"Action" planned for tomorrow

To protest the attack, GAMIT is planning an "action" tomorrow, Lau said. At noon in Lobby 10, GAMIT will let people throw ketchup at a dummy representing Friday's attacker. "The point of the action is to throw the ketchup back at this person," she said.

GAMIT, Page 9

Senate Bill Threatens Internet Communication

By Sam Hartman
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

A bill recently introduced in the Senate would make MIT liable for harassment and indecency in computer messages sent from computers on the MIT network, according to Vice President for Information Systems James D. Bruce '60.

Senate Bill 314, introduced by Sen. J. James Exon (D-Nebr.), "would expand current law restricting indecency and harassment on telephone services to all telecommunications networks," according to an analysis released by Voters Telecommunications Watch, a New York-based citizens watchdog organization.

Another analysis, one by the Center for Democracy and Technology, a Washington-based think tank, said the bill would hold those who make harassing or indecent content available liable for the content. For example, this interpretation suggests that MIT could be held liable if a student published an indecent picture on a web page stored on an Athena account.

Bruce said he sees no way for MIT to avoid liability if the bill is passed. "MIT's Washington Liaison, Washington, Page 11
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Grading Proposal Debated at Forum

By A. Arif Husain
STAFF REPORTER

Students expressed varying opinions on a proposed intermediate grading system at an open forum at last night's Undergraduate Association Council meeting in W20-400.

About 50 students and several faculty members attended the forum, which featured Professor Nigel H. M. Wilson PhD '78, Chair of the Committee on Academic Performance. The meeting was held to present a status report and background on the proposal, and to give CAP members an opportunity to obtain student input, Wilson said.

The proposed changes involve adding divisions to increase the resolution in letter grades, Wilson said. Currently, between 80 and 85 percent of students fall in the A to B range, Wilson said. He questioned whether it is appropriate for a single grade to cover such a wide range of performance.

Wilson viewed the proposed change as a fairly modest initiative, not a massive review of all aspects of grading. He also said that the system would not have any impact on grade inflation.

The proposal attempts to focus on a fairly narrow question, and can be viewed in isolation of other aspects of the grading system, Wilson said. Specifically, Wilson encouraged students to voice their opinions on the advantages and disadvantages of grade inflation.
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Service Members Challenge Military's “Don't Ask” Policy

By Malcolm Gladwell
THE WASHINGTON POST

The first direct, constitutional challenge to the Pentagon's ban on gays in the military was filed Monday in a federal court in Washington. The lawsuit, filed by the American Civil Liberties Union and the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund on behalf of six gay servicemen and women, is the first of its kind to reach a federal court. It includes - stop to relieve them-

Leading the challenge is the American Civil Liberties Union and the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, which filed a lawsuit on behalf of six gay servicemen and women. The lawsuit, filed in federal court in Washington, is the first of its kind to reach a federal court.

The challenge is the American Civil Liberties Union and the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, which filed a lawsuit on behalf of six gay servicemen and women. The lawsuit, filed in federal court in Washington, is the first of its kind to reach a federal court.
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SpeECHES BY CLINTON, GINGRICH
HEARD ISSUES FOR '96 CAMPAIGN

By Carl M. Cannon
WASHINGTON

President Clinton and House Speaker Newt Gingrich, in dueling speeches Monday, outlined differing visions of the role of government - and offered a preview of the likely national debate for the 1996 presidential campaign.

In separate speeches to the National League of Cities meeting, the two political leaders - one a conservative Republican - the other a self-styled "New Democrat" - employed the kind of "sound bite" rhetoric that stands to become a staple during the next year and a half.

But he saved his passion for the spending increases he has championed, thumping the lectern as he went through the list: expanding the Head Start pre-school program, earmarking hundreds of millions of dollars for summer jobs for inner city youths, increasing the college loan program, making available free childhood immunization shots.

"What is the purpose of the government?," Clinton asked. "It's to empower people to make the most of their lives, to enhance their security and to help create opportunity as a partner.

Gingrich, in his speech, said it was precisely that kind of thinking - that Washington has the answers - that led to such problems as "skyrocketing out-of-wedlock births, failing public schools and unsafe housing projects."

"We need local folks to solve local problems," said the Georgia congressman.

Gingrich proposed to the municipal leaders that the federal government relieve the states and cities of Washington's mandates - and return to them the money earmarked to address poverty and other social problems.

Such action is desirable, Gingrich said, for two reasons. First, anti-poverty solutions from Washington tend to make problems worse, not better. Second, Washington's habit of deficit spending is bankrupting the nation's future.

U.S. Was Not Told of Salinas' Plans to Seek Exile

Mexico was riveted Monday by the case of its missing former president, as the government of incumbent President Ernesto Zedillo maintained official silence on the subject. When the White House said it was not informed until late that Carlos Salinas de Gortari reportedly had left Mexico for self-styled exile in the United States.

Salinas' office in Mexico City issued only a brief statement confirming that the 46-year-old former Mexican president had left for New York over the weekend. But it said Salinas was there simply to fulfill international commitments.

The statement made no mention of exile nor of widespread reports, confirmed by several official sources privately, that his departure was the result of an agreement to end a public spat with Zedillo.

The historic falling out - which at one point included Salinas' 44-hour, on-again, off-again hunger strike in a lower-middle class home government officials despaired of - had been the first since 1938, analysts said, that present and former Mexican presidents had signed one each so publicly and harshly about how the nation is run.

Published reports continued to appear Monday asserting that Salinas left as part of an agreement to fade into an academic career in Boston, where he earned two doctorates from Harvard University.

Rain Resumes in California, Threatens New Flooding

While rain resumed pelting the hard-hit wine country north of San Francisco Monday and threatened new flooding, residents of this small farm town and others in the Monterey area remained out of homes that were under water left behind by weekend's massive storm.

An estimated 4,000 residents of Pajaro north of the Monterey Peninsula were forced to flee by a levee break on the Pajaro River and waited in shelters for clearance to return home. Flood waters began to recede Monday, but not fast enough for the mostly poor evacuees.

"How are we going to find food to eat, to pay the next rent?" said Antonio Santana, 25, standing beside the Pajaro River in Watsonville, gazing at his unreachable home 200 yards away. Holding hands with wife Bertha Ulloa, 26, he mourned his job at a vegetable packing plant, now closed because of the vast agricultural devastation.

"It's going to be hard for us," Santana said. "We have no more money."

In nearby Castroville, an estimated 2,000 residents were evacuated Sunday night because of flooding and a raw sewage spill. Some were allowed to return to their homes early Monday. But a public health alert remained and many were told to boil tap water before drinking it.

"With all these people they could be in the shelter for a week," said Lorrin Hoffman, spokeswoman for the Monterey County Red Cross. "We had the mandatory closure of a whole city."
Most students are accustomed to the announcement of the annual tuition increase. Like a schoolboy waiting for the ruler to fall on his knuckles, it is only a question of how much it will hurt. But year after year, a parallel announcement goes relatively unnoticed: the increase in the self-help levels. This year's increase in self-help is not based on the actual earning potential of students at MIT. The Institute should take whatever action necessary to keep the self-help level in line with those of our peer universities as well as with reasonable earning expectations.

With the Corporation's approval of tuition and self-help levels for next year, MIT undergraduates will be expected to earn a total of $8,150 towards a total cost of attending in excess of $27,000. This self-help level far exceeds a reasonable student earnings expectation. For example, a student who has worked on Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program projects for both terms and the summer (at the full standard UROP wage) would only earn $5,200. The student would be expected to be employed during vacations, Wednesdays during January and monthly during the academic year. Even though many juniors and seniors make more than standard wages, most students cannot hope to meet this self-help level through work, particularly with the demands of classwork during the term.

Part of the concern with self-help levels is one of comparability. Both nominally and as percentage of tuition, MIT's self-help level is the highest in the nation at $1,000. With the exception of Cornell University, MIT's self-help level as a percentage of tuition is nearly five percent higher than any of our peer universities.

Jennifer and I are running for UAVP and MIT because we care about the undergraduate community at MIT. Throughout my years here, I have noticed that we all possess a level of cultural ignorance that poses a hindrance to networking and productive interaction. Lack of knowledge and unwillingness to learn about other people and their cultures does a disservice to our education. Therefore the first point of our platform is "Multiculturalism." We want the UA to be more involved in bridging the gap between cultural organizations on this campus by co-sponsoring and/or initiating multicultural events.

The second point of our platform is "Network Dynamism." We all know and realize that networking is the best way to accomplish tasks. All we know that the more dynamic our system is, the more versatile and more creative we become in finding solutions. Thus we have combined the realization that networking is important for resource building with the realization that a dynamic network can help us address and understand a broad range of issues. Under this point we plan to refine the operations of the UA to make it more efficient. For example, one main concern is that the meetings are not as focused as they ought to be. We absolutely cannot effect change from "business as usual" to "business as it ought to be." We are taking the initiative to change things from "business as usual" to "business as it ought to be." We are taking the initiative to change things from "business as usual" to "business as it ought to be." We are taking the initiative to change things from "business as usual" to "business as it ought to be." We are taking the initiative to change things from "business as usual" to "business as it ought to be."
Letters To The Editor

Loss of McCormick Dining Hall Is More Than Loss of Meals

I am a resident of McCormick Hall, and I just wanted to put in my two cents about the dining hall situation. I still remember fondly the days of my freshmen year, when my roommates and I would rush downstairs at 5:00 p.m. each day to enjoy a nice, cozy dinner in the McCormick Dining Hall. I feel that it enhanced the social atmosphere of the dorm because it was the one time when people in the dorm congregated together, and you could actually see faces in the dorm you may not have otherwise had the chance to. It was also wonderful to be able to invite or just see professors and T.A.s come to eat with us. After that year, the Dining Hall was closed down, and I didn’t think it would affect me or the other residents much. I was not happy about the decision, but I did not bother to complain because we had kitchens on each floor, and Loddell and Networks were both so close.

After a year and a half without our dining halls, I am now seeing the long-term effects. It is no secret that McCormick tends to be a relatively quiet dorm compared to the others. This may be a direct consequence of being a single-sex dorm, but also may result from the fact that there are no informal places to hang out, such as a common room or lounge. McCormick consists of two towers, with singles in the East Tower and singles and triples in the West Tower. There is a kitchen on each floor, but no lounge like Next House or Burton-Conner.

Due to this isolating architecture, I believe that our Dining Hall was an integral component to our dorm. And now that it is gone, a lot of the communication that has been lost. Residents do not feel like they are a part of the dorm, but rather view it as just a place to sleep. This has become evident in the low participation of events from semi-formals and community service projects to simple monthly house meetings. I applaud Baker for taking the initiative to try and reinstall their dining system back into the dorm, but I think this burden should not be placed on the students; I feel it is the responsibility of the school. For while MIT provides us with a second-to-none education, there is so much more to college life, especially at a place as diverse as MIT. We should take the time to exchange ideas, and to learn from other people’s experiences because this is one of our greatest resources here — the people.

And I feel that the dining system we have now is incorporating this kind of interaction. People at MIT are so busy that it is easy to grab a quick meal and eat “on the go.” But if given the chance, we may also realize that a nice dinner or lunch with other residents or colleagues would benefit the social and intellectual environment of the dorms and MIT, and enrich student life altogether.

I am aware that the financial situation is not going to be easily worked out, but I don’t think that we should only be given two alternatives — to close down the dining halls in the dorms altogether or to place a mandatory meal plan on all the residents. There must be a compromise that can be worked out, and I am looking forward to working with the Committee on Dining and Anmarks to find a reasonable solution that will satisfy our social environment, our pockets, and last but not least, our stomachs.

Audrey Kuang ’96
Vice President/Treasurer, McCormick Hall

My View: Intermediate Grades Overestimate Grading

Column by Anders Hove

After talking with quite a few people about the intermediate grading system, I have found that there is quite a range of opinion on the issue. For one person, intermediate grades are sure to lead to more stress; the next is sure it will reduce it. While one person finds comfort in coarse grading, another would simply prefer more resolution.

I think this difference of opinion reflects the variety of thinking styles present on campus. Rather than presenting my own preferences as superior, I will just lay out how I think about getting grades here at MIT.

When I look at my transcript, I don’t look for what I like to see — A’s, that is. Rather my eye tends to gravitate to the grades that stand out, namely the bad ones. If I had a bunch of C’s, those would be the grades I would regret having on my transcript. To me, then, having intermediate grades raises the prospect of having a C- there instead. To me a C- and a C+ in worse than having a C, because I notice the bad grades more. Another important factor is that, for many intermediate grades will make MIT an even more stressful environment than it already is. I am here to learn, but, in practice, I work for security. When I have two solid A’s, two solid B’s, and one C that could be a B, I can rationalize my efforts, and bring maximum attention to bear on the grade I stand the most chance of improving. This is healthy, because if I spread myself among all of my classes all of the time, I risk messing up my performance in all of them simultaneously.

Generally, however, I have a philosophy on stress that many people would share, and that many would not. To me, learning and stress are not terribly related. I learn by going to lecture, doing reading, or working on problems. The stress in writing a paper or preparing for an examination does more to hinder my learning than it does to force me to learn the material.

I look at stress not as a help to learning, but as a necessary evil brought on by our need for self-evaluation. Since I know that intermediate grades would add to my stress level, and since stress does not help me learn material, I naturally dislike the idea of intermediate grades. I expect many others share this preference.

The question of intermediate grades does raise issues that go beyond personal preference into debatable questions of fact. One issue involves accuracy. MIT’s coarse grading resolution is a good reflection of the fact that grades at MIT are often not a very good measure of a student’s performance. Some people learn material well, yet perform poorly on tests. Should those who can pull any grades at MIT be rewarded for that ability?

Grading in many classes has nothing to do with effort or mastery. I can hand in a well-written, insightful paper without having attended a single lecture. I can understand a subject quite well, and, in a momentary lapse, mess up an entire problem set.

Second, since many classes grade students on a curve, “excellent performance” and “mastery” can be relative terms. Yet in many small classes everyone can learn the material well, yet still be subjected to the consequences of our grading system. Many professors are quite good at gauging effort and performance in their grading, but just as many have no clue about how to find the “shades of gray between A and B.” I don’t suggest doing away with grading, but I don’t believe that MIT should pretend grades accurately reflect one’s performance here. To increase the resolution is to suggest that all professors are better at gauging performance than most are.

Finally, some suggest intermediate grades as a solution to the problem of grade inflation. In the recent budget amendment debate, some commentators noted that while nearly two-thirds of the Senate support an amendment to balance the budget, there is never a majority in support of actually balancing it. Similarly with grades, professors have the power to eliminate grade inflation; if they want to deflate grades, they can do it. They don’t need this scheme.

In evaluating this grading proposal, I believe that issues of accuracy and intended meaning should override issues of personal preference. But perhaps we disagree?

Opinion Editor Anders Hove is more than happy with the grades he has received so far at MIT.

Election Events

CAP/VP Debate:
Tuesday, 6-7 PM, Lobby 7

Study Break:
Thursday, 7-9 PM, East Campus (Pizza will be served)

Reminder: The absolute deadline for submission of election petitions is midnight Thursday. Petitions may be brought to the East Campus study break.

Questions? Contact Russell Light (x5-6319 or rslight@mit.edu) or John Kymissis (x5-7632 or johnkym@mit.edu).
TO: All of the 254 Student Telethons ’95 Callers
FROM: The MIT Alumni/ae Association
RE: THANK YOU!

Congratulations to the following groups and individuals for participating and excelling at the telethons!

Top Caller: Marlon Shows ’97
Top Fraternity: Phi Delta Theta
Top Sorority: Alpha Chi Omega
Top Student Org: Circle K

Groups who participated:
- Alpha Chi Omega
- Alpha Phi
- Alpha Tau Omega
- Beta Theta Pi
- Chi Phi
- Chocolate City
- Circle K
- Delta Tau Delta
- Kappa Alpha Theta
- Lambda Chi Alpha
- Phi Delta Theta
- Phi Kappa Sigma
- Phi Kappa Theta
- Phi Sigma Kappa
- Pi Lambda Phi
- Sigma Chi
- Sigma Kappa
- Sigma Nu
- WILG

Create Software Development Opportunities in a Great Campus Town

Wolfram Research, Inc., well known for the success of Mathematica is located close to the campus of University of Illinois in Champaign/Urbana and is seeking several individuals for software development positions. Opportunities exist for self directed professionals in an environment that encourages creativity and rewards excellence.

C Programmer for Porting And Optimization on Macintosh

Requires a strong C programming background, experience with the details of Macintosh hardware and software, and good debugging skills. Must prove a minimum of 2 years experience with Mac, MPW or Think C. Knowledge of assembly languages, familiarity with UNIX and experience with 68030 or major plus.

Graphical User Interface Development on Windows

Extensive knowledge of C or C++ (especially Visual C++) and Windows SDK required. Macintosh (MPW or Think C) programming a definite plus. Text editing experience familiarity with Macintosh, UNIX) WIN32S and metrics helpful.

X Programmer

The X Programmer will be responsible for working on an X implementation of theMathematics Notebook front end. The X interface is a pan under Motif on a wide variety of platforms. Experience with programming X toolkit or Motif required. Experience with user interface design a plus.

Send resume to: Attn: Personnel Manager, Wolfram Research, Inc., 100 Trade Center Drive, Champaign, IL61820 or email: resumes@wri.com. Telephone: (217) 398-7000, Fax: (217) 398-7470.

You’re all invited to a Thank You Reception

Wednesday, March 15, 1995

5pm-7pm

Private Dining Rooms 1 & 2

Student Center

• There will be a drawing to win Bose® Speakers as well as other valuable prizes!
• Top callers and groups will be recognized.

Come visit us in our new, larger location

10% Discount with MIT or Wellesley ID!

TANDOOR HOUSE

Finest Authentic Indian Cuisine

55 Massachusetts Avenue

(in the heart of Central Square)

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

Telephone (617) 497-6777

Open every day 11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Reservations accepted • Parties accommodated

Parking available or on street in front of restaurant

(Takeout only; delivery available on orders of $10 or more)

FREE DELIVERY TO THE MIT CAMPUS — $10 MINIMUM

Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95

Call 492-3179 or 492-3170

Lunch Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Sunday, 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
in reviewing our nuclear force postion. Clinton said. Deutch has become intimately familiar with the workings of the intelligence community — especially its support for the military,” he said. “I appreciate the confidence the president has shown in me,” Deutch said in accepting the nomination. “It is a deep honor and I look forward to this challenge with enthusiasm.”

Deutch became undersecretary of defense for acquisition and technology in February 1993. He was appointed deputy secretary of defense in February 1994, replacing William Perry, who was named secretary of defense following the resignation of previous DoD head Les Aspin PhD. Deutch took the job:

Deutch declined the initial offer, saying that he was satisfied in his position as second in command at the Pentagon. It had also been rumored Deutch was concerned that working as the director of CIA would prevent him from one day becoming president of MIT, according to MIT sources.

Clinton elevated the post of CIA director to cabinet rank and gave it a policy-making role as incentives for Deutch to take the job. “Strengthening U.S. intelligence is an effort to which I attach the highest personal priority,” Clinton said. Deutch “has brought the military,” he said. “For publications, call 617-495-0519 or send email to tech@harvard.edu.

Students Discuss Pros, Cons Of Intermediate Grading System at UAC Meeting
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any change, and the method of change that would be most satisfactory. While reactions where mixed, most were opposed to the new system. “This change will be a drastic change,” said Hui C. Joo ’95, a student member of CAP. Joo, like several others, felt that the new system would divert emphasis toward grades at the expense of learning.

UA Vice President Carrie R. Muh ’96 said that stricter grading would discourage peer support, which she felt is a very important aspect of education. “With larger groupings you are much more willing to help out other people in the class with you,” she said.

Other students discussed the relevance of grades to evaluation of personal performance. Some felt intermediate grades would give a more detailed assessment while others felt such grades could be misleading to employers and other schools.

“Perhaps an institute-wide grading policy may not be appropriate,” said Albert L. Hsu ’96, who advocated the use of intermediate grades on an individual level. Such a policy would allow self-evaluation while avoiding the drawbacks of permanent intermediate grades.

This argument was made particularly in regard to humanities, arts, and social science classes, which several students argued are graded more subjectively and would not fairly accommodate the intermediate grades. In such classes, however, a few students felt that intermediate grades would allow professors to include effort and progress in their grading schemes. According to Margery Resnick, associate professor of foreign languages and literature and CAP member, all of the 34 professors in her department felt uniformly that they have no means of recording effort. “If a student has a B- or B average, they are quite different from a student that has a B-, [intermediate grades] would give people who read [student transcripts a sense of where you put your effort],” Resnick said.

We think that students who work hard and put in an effort should be rewarded,” she said. Some students in favor Students who favored the new grading system felt it would be a good preparation for real-life situations. “If we don’t foster [a competitive] environment that [students] can strive for more, then they are at a disadvantage,” UA presidential candidate Sheldon W. Myrie ’95 said.

“More divisions might perturb me more but it would make me get over this desire to be the best,” Cindy W. Fang ’96 said.

Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics Paul A. Lagace ’78 claimed that intermediate grading may potentially decrease pressure on students. “People on the borderline don’t have to push so far. I think that can be a release in pressure,” Lagace said.

Evaluation of grading still preliminary

Last night’s meeting, which was the first of a recent plan to sponsor open forums by the UAC, is part of an ongoing process, Wilson said.

The input from the forum will be considered by CAP along with information gathered from other students and faculty. CAP will then decide whether to recommend a new policy, and present their decision to the Faculty Policy Committee, Wilson said. If a policy is proposed, it will be subject to a vote at next month’s general faculty meeting.

“It’s very clear that if there’s a change, it will be Institute-wide,” affecting both undergraduates and graduates. Wilson said it’s a "very clear that it will be introduced effective a certain date. It could be four years in the future, or next September,” he said.

Students Take CIA Job after First Choice Backs Out

Deutch Takes CIA Job after First Choice Backs Out

John M. Deutch ’63.

Deutch declined the initial offer, saying that he was satisfied in his position as second in command at the Pentagon. It had also been rumored Deutch was concerned that working as the director of CIA would prevent him from one day becoming president of MIT, according to MIT sources.

Clinton elevated the post of CIA director to cabinet rank and gave it a policy-making role as incentives for Deutch to take the job. “Strengthening U.S. intelligence is an effort to which I attach the highest personal priority,” Clinton said. Deutch “has brought the military,” he said. “For publications, call 617-495-0519 or send email to tech@harvard.edu.
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Last night’s meeting, which was the first of a recent plan to sponsor open forums by the UAC, is part of an ongoing process, Wilson said.

The input from the forum will be considered by CAP along with information gathered from other students and faculty. CAP will then decide whether to recommend a new policy, and present their decision to the Faculty Policy Committee, Wilson said. If a policy is proposed, it will be subject to a vote at next month’s general faculty meeting.
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THE THIRTEENTH ROBERT BRUCE WALLACE LECTURE

"A Potpourri for the Future"

by

Jerry A. Aspland
President
Arco Marine, Inc.

Date: March 16, 1995
Time: 4:15 P.M.
Place: MIT – Room 9-150

Reception Following Lecture

WIESNER STUDENT ART GALLERY
THIRD ANNUAL STUDENT ART COMPETITION

BEST OF SHOW
Robin Devereux
Untitled

EXHIBIT DATES
March 13 - April 8, 1995

OPENING RECEPTION
Thursday, March 16, 1995
4:00 p.m. at the
Wiesner Student Art Gallery

HONORABLE MENTION
Brian Hubert
"Rock, Water & Wood"

Wendy Pabich
Untitled

Maria Pritykin
"Visions of Night"

Robert Silvers
Self-Portrait

JUDGE'S CHOICE
Amy Koo
"Natural Koo"

Jarvis Jacobs
"Step 2"

Kevin Young
"Curiosity & Rest"

Tinchuck Ng
Untitled

Lee Zamir
"Asem St."

Read the news before we do!
(Well, not quite.)
The Tech online. http://the-tech.mit.edu

This space donated by The Tech
**GAMIT Responds to Attack**

**GAMIT**, from Page 1

"bigot," Lau said. GAMIT will also put up posters and distribute flyers about the incident, she said.

"Whoever walks by is encouraged to help us deliver the message to whoever it is that did it that this is not an acceptable thing to be happening at MIT," Lau said.

Although the cap Terrones saw implied fraternity involvement, the effigy will not be marked to identify any specific group, Lau said.

"I would certainly hope" that a fraternity was not involved in the incident, said Interfraternity Council Judicial Committee Chair Gregory J. Miliotes '96. "That would disappoint me quite a bit."

Miliotes confirmed that Sigma Alpha Epsilon uses the colors of purple and gold. No other fraternity with a name ending in epsilon uses those colors.

After talking with GAMIT officials, Miliotes said he would go ahead and pursue the matter through JudComm.

"This is not the kind of activity that the IFC condones," Miliotes said. "We would try to promote better relations between GAMIT and ourselves and we would certainly prosecute to the fullest extent if we have any confirmation of the person or group involved, he said.

MIT has seen "a long history of fraternity violence against queer people," Lau said. Discussions between GAMIT and the IFC last term helped open lines of communication, but "it doesn't seem like things have changed," she said.

"I'm kind of disappointed that after the effort GAMIT put into establishing good relations with fraternities through the IFC that the same kind of incident that we were trying to avoid still occur," Terrones said.

"We've definitely tried to make efforts to make sure that the people of IFC and the people of GAMIT are on better terms," Miliotes said.

Lau said she has been in contact with IFC officers about the attack.

"For an incident like this to happen is not surprising but kind of frustrating and discouraging," she said.

The attack came at the end of last week's Bisexual, Gay, and Lesbian Awareness Days, which GAMIT had been celebrating with the Lobby 10 booth and activities throughout the week.
Jim's Journal

we got a fancy new color copier at the copy store today.

Hal helped the delivery people set it up.

Julie added color copies to our price sign.

"It's the dawning of a new era," Hal said.

PART-TIME

Student Telephone Fundraisers NEEDED!

$8.00/HOUR

MONDAY-THURSDAY 6:00-10:00PM SUNDAY 3:00-9:00PM

Students will be required to meet a minimum of 8 hours each week.

EMPLOYMENT TERM: END OF MARCH-EARLY MAY

The Student Telephone Fundraiser will be responsible for contacting MIT constituents by telephone for the purposes of soliciting support gifts for MIT's Annual Fund. Students will be contacting both graduate and undergraduate alumni throughout the country to generate interest in supporting MIT's Annual Fund. Student Callers will be required to work a minimum of 8 hours each week. Callers will be expected to meet both quality and quantity calling standards of the program. Student callers will participate in an initial training program which will include information about the MIT Annual Fund and how to execute effective telephone fundraising calls. Calling shifts will be held at Building 10-110.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

Committ MIT students

Articulate; excellent telephone communication skills; performance and goal oriented.

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES: CALL 252-1608

Learn a tongue for Marilyn Silverstein

P R I M

MEGILLAH READING

Wed., March 15
6:45 p.m.
MIT Hillel
For information call
MIT Hillel at 253-2982

Purim Shpiel & Food follow Megilla
Costumes & Creative Dress Welcome

by Jim

PURIM

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

MIT Hillel at 253-2982

Purim Shpiel & Food follow Megilla
Costumes & Creative Dress Welcome
The 1995 Carroll L. Wilson Awards
2 Graduate Student Awards planned at $7,000 each

These awards have been established as a memorial to the late Carroll L. Wilson (32) Professor of Management at the Sloan School and first Mitsui Professor in Problems of Contemporary Technology at MIT.

Professor Wilson devoted much of his career toward seeking solutions to important global problems through the application of scientific, engineering, economic, and political analysis to programs of action. The underlying goal of his work was the improvement of relations among countries and the strengthening of their institutions and people.

The purpose of the Wilson Awards is to provide grants totaling $14,000 to MIT students to pursue a challenging activity which would have excited the interest and enthusiasm of Carroll Wilson.

The prizes will be awarded to graduate students in any department at MIT on the basis of a competitive evaluation of proposals by a Prize Committee.

Application Deadline Date: March 24, 1995
Interviews of Finalists: April 28, 1995
Announcement of Winners: May 12, 1995

Application forms and additional information are available from:
Ms. Joanna Hills, E15-229
Dean of the Graduate School Office, 3-136

M.I.T.
The Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar

Presents

Professor John Voll
Department of History
University of New Hampshire

“The Islamist Leadership: Vanguard of a New Muslim World?”

Tuesday, March 14, 1995
4:30-6:30 pm

70 Memorial Drive
Bldg. E51 – Room 004
Cambridge, MA

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
The Chorollaries sing with true "Bad Taste" in their concert held Saturday at 11:50 p.m. in 10-250.

Clockwise from top:
The Chorollaries open their concert at 11:50 p.m. with a skit on S&M with Stacy Yu '98 and Christopher Merkel '95.
Dean Carrato graciously places a box of donuts beside his victim in "Murdered on Vassar Street."
Richard Perkins '97 and David Wexberg '96 duel to the finish in a farcical rendition of The Highlander and The Princess Bride.
Richard Dantas '95 rides the back of Tom Bruno '94 in his comical entrance as Lady Godiva during MIT's parody of the notorious "Engineers' Drinking Song."
Neil Renninger '96 from the Toons, a.k.a. "Black Lace Panties," enjoys the attention of two women in "Is She Really Going Down on Him."
"Sex on an Airplane" is sung with striking emotion and energy by Erin McCoy '95, Christopher Reichert '97 and Rena Yang '96.
The Chorollaries' Bad Taste Concert draws yet another huge crowd this year with a line stretching from 10-250 to Building 5 on Saturday night.
The Chorallaries of MIT proved to their... Superbowl shows off the band's extensive... One of the more inspired was "Many Impot-
Muses attempt coy sexual innuendo in performance

MIT MUSES CONCERT

By Teresa Easer

T

he three-group concert put on by the MIT Muses last Friday proved the old adage that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Although none of the groups made musical history, they at least provided a pleasant weekend diversion, and as a group the concert of the first of the Muses' host lent a congenial and intimate feeling to their performance and somewhat claustrophobic room 6-120.

"We have to admit to you that it's some-what intimidating for us to be up here seeing all your faces. We're used to performing in front of a darkened audience," confessed the lead singer of the Rivier College Blues Express. "This next number will give you insight into why it has taken the Muses so long to make a CD," the lead singer added by way of introducing a humorous skit made of actual studio silliness. "We make mistakes," the group seemed to say, "but we got an invit-ation to sing at Epic [Center], so please sup-port us by buying the food items that we'll be peddling in Lobby 10."  

Although the Muses admitted that they needed direct support from the audience, by giving it a list of the "Top Ten Differences between MIT Men and Real Men." The list contained such particulars as the following: "Real men recite Tino-yono, you ask us out over the phone, have sex in bed and work out; MIT men recite pi to the 200th place, just finger 'you,' integrate over 'more interesting surfaces' and work problem sets." (Obviously the Muses have never visit- ed the MIT weight room.) Exceptions to the MIT Male Geek Status were granted to those MIsa who were present at the Muses concert.

The group seemed to say, "but we got an invi-tation to sing at Epic [Center], so please sup-port us by buying the food items that we'll be peddling in Lobby 10."  

Perhaps the Muses came up with the "real men" list in an attempt to convince the all-male Amherst Muses to visit Boston more often. There seemed to be a lot of play-flirting going on between the two groups, from the Zumbuyes wondering pub-licly whether sexcelent mishaps, it was at least gratifying to'"  

The first movement's introduc-tion to the constant meowing from the strings, to great effect. Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) provided his patroness with a program-atic description of the symphony and once told his student Tanevsky that Beethoven's Fifth is the first movement of a new model. Given the thematic unity of Tchaikovsky's score, one can easily see the connection between the two and the reason why it has remained a popular favorite for so many years.

Coming to an MIT Symphony Orchestra concert for about the sixth or seventh time, you'd think you'd heard it all. But in the hands of the Zumbuyes' violins, the Tchaikovsky concerto had a freshness and crispness that was truly refreshing. The soloist seemed to say, "but we got an invit-ation to sing at Epic [Center], so please sup-port us by buying the food items that we'll be peddling in Lobby 10."  

The third movement was especially well-played. The Muses' Mason's all-male Amherst Zumbyes played the theme in a way of introducing a humorous skit made of actual studio silliness. "We make mistakes," the group seemed to say, "but we got an invi-tation to sing at Epic [Center], so please sup-port us by buying the food items that we'll be peddling in Lobby 10."  

The MIT Muses' last song: "Only You."

Outbreak

Directed by Wolfgang Petersen.
Written by Lawrence Dorell and Robert Roy
ces.

Starring Dustin Hoffman, Rene Russo, Morris
cowboys, and the occasional hitcher, to the
Army when the isolated small town in Cali-ifornia after the outbreak occurs there. A news helicopter tries to fly into the town, but two
Army helicopters repel it. It was very cool.

There are a few weak points. For instance, the scene editing in a little choppy sometimes, and there are places where you can tell that the screenwriters had to paste in some dia-logue to explain what's happening. In addi-tion, while the soundtrack helps to heighten the

"DON'S IT!" they crooned, "Desire!" And then, frustrated by the sluggish pace of the Boston scene, they mused aloud: "If his eyes were brown and his hair was black ... what would the color of his hair be?"

The Muses, not wanting to be outdone, were most evident in the second movement down in the tall grass and let me do my stuff."

All in all, the three groups provided a fine evening of free entertainment last Friday night. They all sang well, and some of the Zumbuyes' artistically-inspired choreogra-phy (moon, son, and star body formations) were absolutely brilliant. Their humorous attempt to ask the Magic Eight-ball about get-ting data provided a perfect impetus for the rest of the concert.

"I'm the woman, who can decide whether the concert was good or bad? Proclaimed the Muses' last song: 'Only You.'"

In the end, who can decide whether the concert was good or bad? Proclaimed the Muses' last song: 'Only You.'"

The MIT Symphony Orchestra sounds like an orchestra in disrepair. The violinists never sounded acceptable; the brass are overzealous; and now the winds seem to have lost their cohesion and lack of effortful optimism (and a spoonful of desperation) to see what John Oliver will do to clean up the group's sound in the time for the German Requiem. Regular MITSO patrons will know that this could take a while.

Hoffman hero, Sutherland scamp in thrilling Outbreak

by By Teresa Easer

Outbreak is a highly intriguing film. It has the intensity of a thriller, but with a serious message behind it. The movie is about a virus that has destroyed the human race and left some survivors behind. The survivors are forced to work together to find a cure for the virus before it is too late. The movie is directed by Wolfgang Petersen and stars Dustin Hoffman, Rene Russo, and Morris. The story is set in California after a viral outbreak occurs in the town. The Muses' Mason's all-male Amherst Zumbyes played the theme in a way of introducing a humorous skit made of actual studio silliness. "We make mistakes," the group seemed to say, "but we got an invit-ation to sing at Epic [Center], so please sup-port us by buying the food items that we'll be peddling in Lobby 10."  
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The MIT Figure Skating Club held its annual exhibition Saturday night in the Rockwell Cage. Held each year to showcase MIT and local skating talent, the event is a grand ending to the winter sports season.
Top left: Fresh from the Junior Nationals, ice dancers Jenny Dahlen '97 and her partner Sergei Libachou, were on hand to perform.

Top center: Boston native Erin Magee, 14, impressed the crowd with her energy and power while skating her solo routine.

Top right: Jeanne Fitzpatrick and Kamiar Ghandi glide across the ice.

Far right: Esprit De Corps, a precision skating team, performed with the distinctive sound of tens of blades cutting the ice in perfect unison.

Bottom right: Matt Hall, a member of the Canadian National Skating team, demonstrated the jumping skill that places him as an international competitor.

Bottom left: Mickey Barry and Lynn Mirkes perform a death spiral during their demanding routine.

Far left: Atsuke Yamamoto and her partner perform in the Fiesta Tango routine, which involved several other couples as well.

Center: Canadian Matt Hall finishes his spectacular routine to bring the night to an end.
IVC Earns Win Over Tufts, 3–0

Gone Van Buren
team member

Hoping to keep winning streak running, MIT's intercollegiate Volleyball Club visited Tufts University last Monday in its seventh divisional match of the season. Both teams played well, but a relentless performance from the MIT squad brought its record to 7–0 after winning the match in three straight games.

A strong contingency of Tufts fans helped spur the home team to an early aggressive showing, taking the initial lead to 4–1. But the IVC starters remained calm and slowly whittled their way back. Strong blocking from Tufts made things difficult for IVC, and kept the score close until near the end of the game when a barrage of jump serves from Tom Klemas G. Good found no return.

After winning the first game by a score of 13–9, IVC chose to keep nearly the same lineup for the second game, knowing the match was far from over. Again, Tufts was first out of the blocks. But two powerful kills from setter Koji Asari '96 aided IVC back into the game. Strong serving from Tufts then halted MIT, which helped IVC take the lead back to 10–7. After a time-out, the Engineers ran to an 8–4 lead under aggressive hitting from Klemas and Kent Sorenson G. Good passing supported the IVC offense and gave MIT a clear edge in the game. Tufts hung tight and still managed to score 11 points, but it wasn't enough, as it lost its third straight game.

The Big Surprise At Big Dance Is PAC-10

Beth Hinchman

Column by Thomas Kettler

Sunday night the 64-team field was announced for the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament. The biggest surprises were that the Pac-10 had five selections while the Atlantic Coast Conference had only four and the Atlantic-10 had only two.

The breakdown of number of selections by conferences with more than three teams are as follows:

Big Ten 6
Big 8 5
Pacific 10 4
SEC 5
ACC 4
Big East 4
Great Midwest 3
Metro 3

East Region
First, the East region will be examined. It is the easiest region this year since the NCAA worked hard to avoid having the West the weakest region.

The top seed is Wake Forest, which gained that spot by defeating the North Carolina Tar Heels in the ACC Tournament Sunday afternoon. They will have some problems in their half of the region since they will play the winner of a Minnesota-Saint Louis match, and both are tough teams.

A very good Penn team also sits in this bracket, and should end year of Ivy League hearts by defeating Alabama. Oklahoma State should be smooth sailing for sec- ond seed, they'll have no problems making it to the Sweet 16.

The lower half of the region should be smooth sailing for sec- ond-seed Massachusetts. Villanova was lucky in the Big East tourna- ment but did not deserve the third seed. Also, Tulsa is good but not worthy of the sixth seed and could lose to Illinois in the first round.

The rest of the teams aren't important enough to consider, and none can beat Massachusetts.

Sweet 16 Teams: Wake Forest, Oklahoma State, Illinois and Massachusetts.

Upset Specials: Penn over Alabama (12 over 5), Illinois over Tufts and Villanova (11 over 6 and 3).

Final Four Team: Massachusetts.

West Region
The West is the second easiest region, which is a big improvement since it has consistently been the easiest for the past decade. In the top half of the bracket UCLA could have an easy time. However, the winner of the Missouri-Indiana game will play strong defense and could defeat UCLA in the second round.

Santa Clara returns this year for the first time since shocking second- seeded Arizona two years ago. However, Mississippi State won't take Santa Clara so lightly this time. Also, Utah and Rick Majerus return to the NCAA as a fourth seed to play Long Beach State, where Jerry Tarkanian started.

With the bottom half of the region appears set for Gary Williams' Maryland squad, the third seed. They should have no problems making it to the Sweet 16. The same can't be said for Connecticut. As a second seed, they'll have problems with the winner of Temple-Cincinnati/

As a second seed, they'll have problems with the winner of Temple-Cincin- nati. Temple's zone has given teams fits for years while Cincinnati has

Kettler, Page 21
Our basketball team didn’t make it to the tourney, but that doesn’t mean that MIT doesn’t have a basketball team.

MIT has a strong sports program, varsity and intramural. From baseball to wrestling to volleyball to swimming to crew, thousands of MIT students participate every year.

The Tech cares about MIT’s sports, and we report them whenever we can. But we can always use anyone’s help. If you are a team member, a coach, or just a sports maven, drop by or give us a call.

Write for The Tech.
THE ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR
NCAA DIVISION I MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP

THE SAFETY

1. Kentucky
16. Mt. St. Mary's
8. BYU
9. Tulane
5. Arizona St.
12. Ball St.
13. Manhattan
11. Xavier (Ohio)
3. Michigan State
14. Weber State
7. Iowa State
10. Florida
2. North Carolina
15. Murray State

ELITE EIGHT

SOUTHEAST

Southeast Championship
March 26
Birmingham, Alabama

1. Kentucky
16. Mt. St. Mary's
8. BYU
9. Tulane
5. Arizona St.
12. Ball St.
13. Manhattan
11. Xavier (Ohio)
3. Michigan State
14. Weber State
7. Iowa State
10. Florida
2. North Carolina
15. Murray State

ELITE EIGHT

6. Georgetown
11. Xavier (Ohio)
14. Weber State
1. Kansas

16. Colgate
8. W. Kentucky
9. Michigan
5. Arizona
12. Miami (Ohio)
4. Virginia
13. Nicholls State
6. Memphis
11. Louisville
3. Purdue
14. Wisconsin - G.B.
7. Syracuse
10. Southern Illinois
2. Arkansas
15. Texas Southern

FINAl FOUR

SEMINALS

April 3, Seattle

1. Kentucky
16. Mt. St. Mary's
8. BYU
9. Tulane
5. Arizona St.
12. Ball St.
13. Manhattan
11. Xavier (Ohio)
3. Michigan State
14. Weber State
7. Iowa State
10. Florida
2. North Carolina
15. Murray State

1. Kansas
16. Colgate
8. W. Kentucky
9. Michigan
5. Arizona
12. Miami (Ohio)
4. Virginia
13. Nicholls State
6. Memphis
11. Louisville
3. Purdue
14. Wisconsin - G.B.
7. Syracuse
10. Southern Illinois
2. Arkansas
15. Texas Southern

1. Kansas
16. Colgate
8. W. Kentucky
9. Michigan
5. Arizona
12. Miami (Ohio)
4. Virginia
13. Nicholls State
6. Memphis
11. Louisville
3. Purdue
14. Wisconsin - G.B.
7. Syracuse
10. Southern Illinois
2. Arkansas
15. Texas Southern

FINAl FOUR

East Championship
March 26
East Rutherford, N.J.

1. Wake Forest
10. N. Carolina A&T
8. Minnesota
9. Saint Louis
5. Alabama
12. Pennsylvania
4. Oklahoma State
13. Drexel
6. Tulsa
11. Illinois
3. Villanova
14. Old Dominion
7. UNC Charlotte
10. Stanford
2. UMass
15. St. Peter's

1. UCLA
16. Florida Int.
8. Missouri
9. Indiana
5. Mississippi State
12. Santa Clara
4. Utah
13. Long Beach St.
6. Oregon
11. Texas
3. Maryland
14. Gonzaga
7. Cincinnati
10. Temple
2. UConn
15. Tennessee-Chatt.

National Championship
April 3, Seattle

SOURCE: Boston Globe

March Madness is Here!

Run your own NCAA tourney contest: Before Thursday, have your friends give you a copy of this chart with their predictions, and keep track of their performances over the next three weeks. We recommend awarding 1 point for every first-round game correct, 2 for the Sweet Sixteen, 4 for the Elite Eight, 7 for the Final Four, 11 for the semifinals, and 16 for the Championship. Make the total number of points in the Championship game the tiebreaker, if necessary. See who takes it all.
Arkansas, UMass Will Be Among Final Four

Kentner, from Page 18

the second toughest full-court press to Arkansas. Don’t be surprised if Connecticut loses in the second round.

Sweet 16 Teams: Maryland, Temple, UCLA and Utah.

Upset Specials: Temple over Connecticut (10 over 2). Final Four Team: Maryland.

Midwest Region

The Midwest is again the toughest region of all. Although Kansas is a weak top seed, having lost to Iowa State in the Big 8 tournament, Arkansas is the best two seed. Purdue makes a good three seed and Arizona is the best fourth seed.

Kansas should make it to the Sweet 16 without much trouble since neither Western Kentucky nor Miami have the consistency to defeat a well-coached Jayhawk squad. Arizona is overrated as a fifth seed and could easily lose to Miami or Ohio State. Virginia, on the other hand, should have no trouble sticking it past the first round and also the Sweet 16.

The Memphis-Louisville match-up is interesting since both used to be in the Metro conference and will face conference members again next year in a new conference.

Purdue is led by undersized Jon Conver and should defeat Wisconsin – Green Bay but will be tested by Temp, an overrated team all year, could have problems against the Southern Illinois Salukis. Finally, Arkansas should have no problems making it into the Sweet 16.

Sweet 16 Teams: Kansas, Virginia, Purdue and Arkansas.

Upset Specials: Miami of Ohio over Arizona (12 over 5) and Southern Illinois over Syracuse (10 over 7). Final Four Team: Arkansas.

The Southeast

The Southeast is the second most difficult region to the Midwest. Kentucky is a strong top seed while North Carolina and Michigan State are strong second and third seeds respectively.

Kentucky shouldn’t have any trouble making it to the Sweet 16. Oklahoma as a fourth seed shouldn’t either although Ball State, David Lettenman’s alma mater, will be a test with a gritty player and a solid backcourt. Whether or not Gary Williams is ready for the tournament.

Regional darkhorse: The LSU Metro Atlantic conference, which we in Madison have been giving you updates, has finally arrived. The conference’s first at-large bid ever went to regular season champion Manhattan, whose terrific perimeter game may prove too formidable for Kentucky’s gunning offensive game.
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One of the big stories of the past week is the suspension of Arizona’s Aria Moika, cats. Also watch for sixth-seed problems. Maryland’s point guard Landon Hackim, “are champ Miami (Ohio), led by junior psychological effects on the high-to play, the suspension could have tions. Even if Stoudamire is cleared guard Damon Stoudamire b) by the scoring star or his teammates. three games in this region will be separates the top four seeds from the than in years past, but very little The talent in this region is better vs. Virginia). The Midwest, as usual, seems to of the year), Exree Hipp, John Johnny Rhodes, and Keith Booth. The advantage in the final goes to UCLA, which doesn’t have the let- downs problems. Maryland sometimes suffers (see their season finale vs. Virginia). The Midwest The Midwest, as usual, seems to be the best region to find upsets. The talent in this region is better than in years past, but very little of the top four seeds from the best of the pack. We predict at least three games in this region will be decided by buzzer-beaters. One of the big stories of the past week is the suspension of Arizona’s guard Damon Stoudamire by the NCAA for possible eligibility violations. Even if Stoudamire is cleared to play, the suspension could have psychological effects on the high-scorer star or his teammates. Big Upsets: Mid-American conference again, as surprising Ball State will take down Ari- zona State with a bumpy game. Teams to Watch: Xavier, with a 14-0 conference record, is much better than the eleventh seed they were given. Meanwhile, Florida is looking for a return trip to the Final Four; but first they’ll have to get by the Mayor, Fred Hoiberg, and his Iowa State cronies. If Rasheed Wallace is still injured, look for the Tar Heels to have trouble with either of these teams. Regional Finalists: Kentucky and North Carolina. Regional Champion: If Wallace and Jerry Stackhouse are hot, look out. But our feeling is that Ken- tucky’s sharpshooters and superior depth will come through with the win for coach Pitino. Final Four After two weeks of intense competition, we’re left with UCLA, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Villanova. The first game, UCLA versus ‘Nova, should be anything but easy for the Bruins, but the ghosts of Lew Alcindor and Bill Walton are more powerful than the ghost of Ed Pinkey. Send UCLA to the final. The other game will be a rematch of the SEC Championship, which Kentucky won in overtime after the Hogs squandered an 18-point lead. This time, well, the ‘Cats won’t let it get that close, and Arkansas will watch this year’s championship from the stands. The final should be the exciting affair that everyone expects a national championship to be, with several lead changes as Kentucky’s shooting runs alternately hot and cold. In the end, though, the game will come down to Kentucky simply having more quality players than the UCLA, and the tired Bruins will have to settle for second place as Kentucky finally claims the title. And Finally... The MIT Marathon Club has put forth to us an impassioned plea to help support the Children’s Hospi- tal. The club is currently recruiting members to help raise money for the hospital by collecting pledges to run the Boston Marathon; there will be a meeting for interested parties on Friday, March 17 at 5:00 pm in 66-144. For further information, contact Hyung Kim, Greg Dunn, or Mike Zidek at 253-1199. EA Sports will return to its regul- arly scheduled time this Friday; we will hold off on the answer to last week’s trivia question until then.
JV Squash Coach Wickham Captures Mass State ‘B’ Title

Carol Matsuzaki

Robert Wickham G, Junior Var-
sity Squash Coach, Graduate Stu-
dent in the Department of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, and former
Varsity Squash player for MIT
from 1989–1993, can now add
another item to his list of accom-
plishments.

On the eve of March 6 he
respectfully earned the title of
Massachusetts' B Champion
in 1994–95 by defeating last
year's champion, Richard Spear
of the Beverly Squash Club, in a
spectacular 3-2 victory: 10-15,
9-3, 9-2, 9-7. This dynamic
pressure has inspired him to con-
tinue practicing the sport of squash.

Villanova Will Fall in East Final

Column by David Berl

Villanova... Will Fall in East Final

Well, sports fans, March Mad-
ness is upon us, so without further
Fat to Seattle, if "Coach" Bill Fried-
er... could find one.

Teams to watch: Tulsa and Saint
Louis are relatively unknown teams
that could surprise some people.
Also, check out Ivy League
champion Penn in its tough first
round game against Alabama.

Regional Finalists: Wake Forest
and Villanova.

Regional: Look for shooting star
Randolph Childress to
contend. The other side of the bracket
feels... would have done if his
shooting hand had five functional
fingers.

Wake's opponent in the
Regional final will be Kerry Kittles "and
Bill" at this Villanova Wildcat. With Jason Lawson neutralizing fel-
low sophomore sensation Marcus
Childress... with the likes of Indiana and
Villanova.

Normally, the number one team
in the country gets a gift-wrapped
region, but UCLA has probably
the toughest run to Seattle of any
top seed we've ever seen.

Not to worry, Bruins fans, Ed
O'Bannon and Co. should be able
to weather the storm, despite having
to fight off the likes of Indiana and
Mississippi State.

Big Upset: Eleventh-seeded

Looking for a cupcake in the Sweet 16 unless
Mr. Smith, you can only hope to
contain him.